Abstract. First 405 GHz and 212 GHz solar flare observations were obtained during short campaigns while the new solar submillimeter-wave telescope (SST) was still undergoing adjustments at the CASLEO EI Leoncito observatory in the Argentina Andes. We show here preliminary results for a large X1
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O. Bauer
Max-Planck-Institut fur extraterrestrische Physik, Garching, Germany Abstract. First 405 GHz and 212 GHz solar flare observations were obtained during short campaigns while the new solar submillimeter-wave telescope (SST) was still undergoing adjustments at the CASLEO EI Leoncito observatory in the Argentina Andes. We show here preliminary results for a large X1.1 class X-ray event occurred on 2000 March 22, which exhibited a small submm-w continuum response to the slow (minutes) bulk flare emission, and numerous subsecond spikes (100-300 ms), the brightest spikes reaching about 180 and 50 s.f.u. at 405 and 212 GHz, respectively. Solar flare observations are nearly unknown in the submm-IR range of wavelengths. Few results limited to time resolution of about one minute have suggested brightness variations of 10-100 K in active regions without clear flare associations (Clark & Park 1970; Hudson 1975) .
The six SST beams (Kaufmann et al. 1994) The circle and star indicate the position (± 1.5 ') for the slow bulk emission at 212 GHz (right, top), and for the bright submm-w spike shown in Fig. 2 (A) , respectively. Right: Flare time history at different frequencies, from top to bottom: 212 GHz, 7 GHz, GOES soft X-rays, H-a, and 212 GHz spike occurrence rate. 8917 which is still observable by the SST beams. The correlation of observed temperatures in beams 2,3 and 4 allows the approximate determination of the burst location (Gimenez de Castro et al. 1999 and references therein) , shown by a cross symbol in Figure 1 (left) , for which the antenna temperatures are of about 70 K and 80 K at 212 GHz and 405 GHz, respectively. From the provisional antenna gain we obtain for the spike shown in Figure 2 (A) fluxes of about 50 and 180 s.f.u (± 20%) at 212 and 405 GHz, which corresponds to a positive spectral index of about 2.
The rapid (100-300 ms) submm-w bright spikes with positive spectral index (rv 2) bring difficult constraints for thermal mechanisms interpretation (Beckman 1968; Ohki & Hudson 1975; Kaufmann et al. 1986; McClements & Brown 1986) . They might be an indication of optically thick submm-w spectrum of synchrotron emission from highly relativistic electrons (~10 MeV for a field of 1000 gauss), with a spectral turnover frequency possibly in the far infrared (Stein & Ney 1963; Shklovsky 1964; Kaufmann et al. 1986 ).
The production of numerous spikes on large active regions and flares has been known at mm-and em-waves (Kaufmann et al. 1980; Zodi et al 1984; Raulin et al. 1998; Nakajima 2000) . The submm-w brightenings bring new essential information for the understanding of elementary energy production in Solar Flare Observations at Submm-waves . A more complete study of this event is being published elsewhere .
